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The next meeting of the Melbourne Branch will be held on

Monday, 27th October 1969, at 61 Hardware Street, Melbourne, at
7»45 p.m. The Guest Speaker will be Mr. R. A. Cameron whose subject

will be 'Reminiscences of the Victorian Socialist Par-%'
Members are asked to attend and bring a friend.

The consistently high standard aimed for Exhibitions in the

La Trobe Library is again maintained by Miss P. Reynolds, La Trobe
Librarian, in a display of relics of John Pascoe Pawkner on the
occasion of the Centenary of his death. This is an exhibition which

all students should make certain of viewing.
Our member Bert Payne has a.lso written articles for the
'Glenroy Observer' and the 'Essendon Gazette' on Pawkner's

activities.

These notes are worth reading.

An interesting and soul-searching pamphlet has been issued
by the American Society of Priends White Paper on 'Vietnam in 1969',
Copies may be had here for 15 cents posted.
Copies of Jo|in Arrowsmith's 'Abolish the Penal Powers'

'Preedoms Pight of '69'. Price 20 cents are available from bookshops.
Reprints of the 'Vagabond Paper' by The Vagabond alias

Julian Thomas, alias John Stanley James, have been published by the
Australasian Book Society, Edited by Michael Cannon.

Price

50.

Another personal link with Victoria's past has been severed

with the death of George H. Burchett, born 9/12/1872 died 25/9/1969.
Writer, author, radical and peace proclaimer. His life story would
be of interest and value.

Another radical and person famous for literary ability has
passed away, namely Katherin Susannah Pritchard (widow of Capt.
Hugo Throssel Y,C,) born 4/12/1883 died 2/10/1969 at her Greemount
Home in the Darling Ranges W.A.
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BRIAN FITZPATRICK MEMORIAL lEGTURE - 1969.

Bertha Wall-

Nearly 500 people» students and a few of hfs contemporaries,
attended the Brian Pitzpatriok Memorial Lecture on 4th August,
organised "by the Labour Club at. Melbourne University,
Dr. R. Gollan of the Nationa-l University, and a member of

our Society, delivered the address and chose as his subject, 'Was
the Australian working class ever Radical?'

In introducing him the Chairman gave a short appreciation
of the importance of Brian Pitzpatriok and mentioned that he was a
Poundation member of the Labour Club in 1924.

Dr, Gollan began his lecture by saying that Brian Pitzpatriok's
greatness was indicated by the fact that books he wrote 30 years
ago, with practically no assistance from the Academy (and none from

the. Pord Poundation) were still irreplaceable, in spite of the.
comparatively massive resources devoted in recent years to the study
of Australian history and society.
Lr. Gollan said he was basing his lecture on two assumptions —

1, that the labour movement was radical -until the early
20th Century. By 1860 the radical programme of England had been
enacted in Australia. He referred to widespread egalitarianism and
the belief that Australia was a country of the common man. The
formation of the Australian Labor Party was a significant event,- '
It became the first Labor Party to provide governing majoritiesV"

In the last decade of the Nineteenth century it influenced society
in many significant ways;
2,

that Australia is now one of the most conservative

countries in the world, e.g, 20 years of Conservative Government,

expresses political apathy or the conscious wishes of the majority
of the Australian people,
Dr, Gollan stated his belief that Australia still needed

radical change because of its elitist power'structure, because of
its economic inequalities and because of the manipulation of needs
by the mass media.

He stated this attitude because he "believed

that value-free social science was not possible - or rather, that
it could only be value-free if it was completely; irrelevant.
He spent considerable time discussing the various organisat
ions, of the la,bour movement. Perhaps the lecture should haue been
titled 'Were the Orgauisations of the Australian, working class ever

Radical?'.

His analysis did not extend to,the. wider spectrum of

struggle where, a.s in the Eureka Stockade, organisa.tions v/ere not
prominent, and other events such as the General Strike of the

'90's and the Anti-conscription campaigns of 1916 and 1917 where,
although organised bodies played a leading role the actual struggles
transcended the boundaries of those bodies and welded organised
and unorganised people into a mighty radical force.
Organisations discussed were':-'
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TRADE UNIONS formed to advance the financial interests of

wage workers as against employers, had how become integrated into the

capitalist industrial system.

Helped to make workers prosperous but,

on the whole, they were not radical (although there are tensions
between some unions and the system),

AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY. Main early characteristics were:
concern for social justice, Nationalism (which had a radical, anti-

imperialist component as well as a racia^list component) and finally
a feeling of populism.

Although many members of the A.L.P. had (and still have) a
genuine humanitarian-socialist outlook, the upper levels were not

radically different from the Liberal and Country parties.
It is no longer a controversial issue as to whether the

Government has a responsibility to deal with social inequalities,
only the amounts of money to be spent have to be decided bv a orocess
of bidding by parties,

SOCIALISATION UNITS became a big influence in the '30's,
particularly in New South Wales a,nd they expressed a radical trend
in the labour movement.

The lecturer then discussed some of the major radical
minority groups in Australia's history,

VICTORIAN SOCIALIST PARTY in Victoria and less significantly
the Australian Socialist Party in N.S.W, were small groups but they
influenced the mass of the labour movement.

The members of the '

V,S,P, were dedicated, well-read, idealistic people,
INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OP THE WORLL was the first real revolut

ionary organisation in Australia, It was not prepared to co-operate
in any way with bourgeois society. The members were revolutionary
in the sense that they were prepared to defy society throiigh their
tactics of sabotage, go—slow etc, a.nd their belief in the general
strike. Dr, Gollan thought that not enough attention had been paid
in the past to the importance of the I,W,W, They were customarilyregarded as merely a forerunner of the Communist Party,
COMMUNIST PARTY OF AUSTRALIA,

Communist parties were formed

all. over the world in the tv/enties by Socialists impressed by (a)
the Bolshevik Party's principled and consistent opposition to World
War One in contrast with the other parties of the 2nd, International,
and (t>) the fact that the Bolsheviki had been able to overthrow the
most autocratic and reactionary Government in Europe, Because of
these two considerations the C.P.A. was dedicated primarily to the
defence of the USSR - both physical and ideological defence. He
considered that this had its value in the thirties and in the wwr

years, but afterwards the C.P.A. became conservative as the USSR did,
and the party was unable to win much support from the workers because
of its support for a foreign power, Marxist critique from beneath
the mounds of 'official Marxism' which have emanated from the USSR,
Dr. Gollan said he respected their attempt although there were a
number of factors which would tend to cause the failure of these

ittemp-ts,

"44

more hope
for thewith
future
radicalism
in the
Left - 5?
those people
associated
theof
'New
Left Review'
in'New
Britain and contemporary analysts like ,0. Wright Mills, Fromm and
Marcuse, Marx, not only in his early works, hut in 'Capital' as
well, had dealt with alienation ,and its effect in preventing the
full self-realisation of man. 'Capital' was an analysis of
alienation in 19th century capitalism: the new left was just heginnins
to analyse 20th century society and its attendant alienation.

The revolutionary forces in the contemporary world were the

national liberation movements in the Third World and the young
people in the advanced industrial societies, especially the students
J.-U

lecturer
to lean on
the students
a.nd academics
.^o^ce seemed
of the future.
A student
questioner
suggested

that the Clarrie O'Shea struggle in May had shown that, in Australia
at any rate, the unions were anything but a spent force in radical
action, to whioh Dr. Gollan replied, 'I hope you are right!'
In the writer's opinion although student rebellion is a

mag or element in the radical movement today, this should not be
overemphasised to the extent that workers (young and old) seem to be
relegated to a secondary status.

Those with experiences of earlier struggles can make a

valuable contribution by taking part in dialogue with young activists
on labour history and its implications, (There Is no doubt that the

aims and style of past movements can appeal tothe young, - When
Dr. Golle,n mentioned the' 'Tom Barker Recruiting Poster' and the
Wobbly slogan 'Fast workels die young' it was fresh to the students
' ■

and evoked strong approval),

From such dialogue there could emerge a living radical
analysis of society and a clearer sense of direction for future
campaigns, Brian Fitzpatrick would have been able to make an
enormous contribution to this process.

The audience showed its appreciation of a thought-provoking
lecture by the number and variety of questions and by acclamation.
The. labour Club is to be commended on its very successful
effort- but it is to be hoped thht in 1.970 it will find some wav of

publicizing the lecture so -that a greater number of people who'knew
Brian and his work, get to hear about it.
THE MAN WHO WASN'T ASKED.
I've met the man who couldn't
And I've met the man who wouldn't

I've interviewed the 'Trades Hall Bogey' man
I've seen the 'Stlr-ip strifer
The 'want to ask ray wifer

, .e' ■ .

"

.

T.T"? "P

And the man who's got an Independent Plan

i" ii tinMiiiiii- -

_ . .

-*
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I've chatted with the Shirker

^

'

And argued with the worker

i

Who always in his Boss's smile has basked

^

But of all the men to Tackle

And the one who has most Cackle

;'

Command me to the man who wasn't asked

.1

He knows it is his duty
And he'll grab his share of booty
But Join the Union? Never1
He wouldn't think it clever

To find himself where. Unionists are found
I wonder when he shuffles

And his corpse is decked with ruffles
And in a •offin safely he is casked
Will his spirit fly above
To the happy land of love
Or moulder in the earth till 'it is asked?

By Leslie Kelley, Shop Assistant Nov.
1-909.

CRESWICK AND ALLANBALE ALLUVIAL MINES

WAGES AND TRIBUTING CONDITIONS OF THE MINERS.

,
In the 'Creswick Advertiser' for 18/1/1875 there is given a
Table of gold obtained in Victoria for the period 1866-1874, as
follows:-

no. of miners

1867

ozs. oe gold.

1,536,581

1868

63,181

1,493,831

1869

68,037

i;367:903

187?
1871
IStI
1873

58,101

1.281,941
1,303,379

52,544

1,317,102
1.249.407

^74

46,800

|

J
I

He'll be all there when the divvy's going round

year

J

1,474,187

1,102:614

The 'Advertiser' commented:-

somewhat singular that, notwithstanding the variations

in the gold yield, the average earnings of the individual miner,
calculated by dividing the produce amongst the number of men

employed in obtaining it, have remained about the. same. Thus, in
1866, the value of each man's earnings, judging from the gross
results and estimating the gold at £4 an oimce was 31/- per week.

In 1867, 35/-, in 1868 36/-, in 1869 a trifle less than 30/-, in
1870 a fraction more than 32/-, in 1871 about 34 1/6 shillings, in
1872. a small fraction over 37/-, in 1873 rather more than 36/6, in
1874 a fraction^over 37/-. Looking at the returns, and taking
into considera.tion the rate of wages paid to miners upon the goldfields, it appears pretty evident that goldmining, taken as a whole
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however beneficial it may be to the community, scarcely pays a fair
rate of interest for the capital o,nd lo.bour expended on it',
In a deputation to the Directors and shareholders of the

local (Creswtck, Allandale) mines, the deputation in presenting a
case for a rise in wages by sixpence a shift, said that their wages
were the same as Ballarat, but less than at any other mining
district in Victoria,

These scales were.: —

Creswick and Ballarat 7/-, Chiltern 8/4, St,Arnaud 7/LO,
ScHidhursik- (BGndiga) £2 per week, MG,ldon £2—5"^ per week, Mo-ryborongl};
£2-5-0 per week, Stawell £2-8-6 per week.

Shaftsj^ers got

£2-10-0 per week,

.
was stated by the deputation that their claims were
justified
by
the high cost of provisions, wood and water, and
dangerous occupation, and with the large amount of gold being produc
ed. The miners were granted, not exs^ctly what they adked for, but
got a sliding scale for the various nature of the work engaged in.

At this time thelfteding mines were producing the following
amounts of gold, which increased considerably afterwards, 'Madam
Berry' over 500 ozs. per week, 'Ristori' (two shafts) 600 o-zs.
'loughlin' over 300 ozs, 'Australasian' over 200 ozs. 'lone Hand'

over 116 ozs, (

'Creswick Advertiser', 16 August 1882),

At the Annual General Conference of the Amalgamated Miners
Association in 1888, a motion was moved and carried, ^'That strike
levies be made only on members who were earning ver £1. per week'.
This implies that a number of miners v/ere .earning LESS than

£1 per week. This would seem to apply to miners who were working
on 'Tribute', and only earned a percentage of the gold they obtained.
The A.M.A, apparently had no control over the conditions the miners

entered into with the Companies to work their mines on 'Tribute',■ ■ ■
¥.G. Spence, -the A.M.A, Secretary, reported to the same meeting ofthe Association on this matter as follows, —

O '

'The tribute question is again coming to the front, and men
are^beginning to see that it is only working for. low v/ages. No
satisfactory settlement of the question hen been arrived at in any
district, although the question was remitted to the Branches by
Conference, The Creswick branch have considered the subject, and

have adopted a form of agreement to be used by miners when

tendering for alluvial mines. In many places tributjng is simply
a plan of obtaining a royalty, the miners doing the work and giving
the lease-holder a percentage for the privilege of being permitted
to work on lands which might have been throTO open by forfeiture.
Where.a large amount of capital has been expended there is an excuse
for a mine being let on tribute as the mine owner is entitled to

interest on the value of the plant, without which the mine cannot

be worked,; As a rule, however, the earnings of tributors are very
much undeh wages, whilst the profits of the .company are high.
Miners who would refuse to work under (less than) wages when asked

to do so by the company which is not paying its expenses will.
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siteange to say, work for years for considerably under (less than)
wages in the same mine after taking it on tribute, the company often
paying dividends out of its labour,., In many compa.ni.es the
tributors only get their percentage of gold from the boxes, leaving
the company the pyrites, copper plates and sand; the profits from
these have also to be added to the companies' returns, a.nd it is
probable that the latter will pay for cost of haulage and crushing,

so that the workmen make a profit of £18,432 to the holders of the.

leases (for 12 months). As far as the greater part of the ground
worked by tributors was given up by companies as not payable, and
in many cases abandoned altogether, it is evident that the average
earnings of tributors Is very much under wages. As the ground Is
generally let in blocks the trlbutor has not much chance of

benefiting by any new discovery he may make, The fact Is plain that
miners offer percentages that are unreasonably high. They have the
remedy in their own hands and should seriously discuss the question
and come to a mutual agreement as to what they will do in taking
future tributes,'

Prom time to time in the 'Creswlck Advertiser' it is noted

the number of out of work miners that there were, and It is even
mentioned that after one set of tributors have given up their
tribute, another set has gone in, to again give It up.
The conditions of tribute were a matter of negotiation
between the number of tributors who were forming the party and the
officials of the mine management. These varied not only from mine
to mine but on the state of the mine itself and the amount of dead

work that might have to be done to reach the gold bearing wash, if
there was any.

As late as the Annual Conference of the Amalgamated Miners'
Association held at Daylesford as late as.25/2/1908,
The Victorian Branch made a Report on Tributing..It said
that the matter was still 'Go as you please'. It said that the

tributor, a.s a 'creature of circumstance' — 'has to put up with
what he can get, which, in the aggregate, is not much. Companies
refuse to let tributes under the provisions of the Mines Act and
unless a tributor is prepared to submit to the companies agreement,
tributes are refused, the mine is short handed and labour covenants

are complied with.

The department should rigidly enforce the labour

covenants where companies refuse to let tributes.

If this were

done, many hundreds of men would be able to find remunerative
employment',

Some of the tributes let were as follows, not all the
conditions were published,—
In 1870 the 'Grand Trunk' mine at Creswlck was offered on

tribute.
per foot
the gold
etc, was
if there

The agreement was that the men get half their usual wages
for driving and stoping. This was a first charge on all
obtained. Expenses for working, such as timber, management,
the next charge on gold, if any. The remainder of the gold,
was any left, was then divided equally between men and

9

"IfliG company, — 'Creswick Advertiser', 14tii Nov. 1870.

In the 'Madam Berry West' mine, the company found the
machinery and working tools, with the trihutors finding the men.
The gold to be equally divided,

Following complaints from the trihutors about the conditions
that, they were forced to work under, the Creswick Branch of the
A,M,A, conducted an enquiry and found that most miners favoured

half ^ch of the gold, with the company paying all expenses. But
the miners at Bendlgo favoured a sliding scale. At Ballarat the
majority of the miners have, to find expenses out of their share of

the gold, which meant that the companies got 75 per cent of the gold.
This meant that the miners were on a starvation wage• In one

instance trihutors were required to buy a certain brand of explosive
of which a director was the agent and pay 6/- a packet where, the
market price was 4/6, Some companl.es allow concessions if wages
were less than £3- a fortnight, but none if wages were over that sum,
('Creswick Advertiser', 23/4/?6),
Some examples at, Creswick - Allandale mines were, In the 'Australasian No,l', the men forming the tribute

were not to be less than 180, and to have 25
Other conditions were, the men to pay to the
entering the tribute, and £2 from receipts),
all materia,ls, trucks, tools, rails, etc, a,t

per cent of the gold.
company £4 each (£2 on
the men to purchase
cost, and to take up all
existing contracts. They were to pay the Manager, slulcema,n,

engine drivers, searcher, and keep a sufficient niunber of men on the

block claim as to hold it, and pay all expenses in the working of
the mine, ('Creswick Advertiser', 15/1/1873),

The above terms do not seem to have been taken up by the
miners.

A letter appeared in the 'Advertiser' from one 'Peter
Trlbutor', ridiculing the terms, saying 'men could not earn their

bread' and support their families, pay rates, etc. He. said that the
men would 'open up' the mine, and then be forced to give It up.
The terms were 'simply absurd',
Some further instances were, -

'North Australasian', - The party consisted of 94 men and

boys. The trlbutors and the company to divide the gold equally
of the gross returns. The company to find the engine-drivers and all
material, ('Creswick Advertiser', 28/5/1886),
'Australasian Extended', - The tributors and the company to
The tributors to

divide the gold equally of the gross returns.

provide 'the whole of the labour required for the systematic working
of the mine, also to find the candles. The company to supply all
materials required for the carrying on of the mining operations',
('Creswick Advertiser', 28/6/1886),
'Australasian-Eaglehawk', - The tributing conditions here
were somewhat complicated and led to some disagreements among the
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themselves as to how the gold was to he divided, as part
of the contract read, - 'The imder. mentioned (trihutors) do hereby
agree to work one sixty second share each in the above tribute for
a term of six months, conditionally on receiving the first £2-5~0

per week out of the nett yield of gold won by the party, and one
nail ol all over that amount according to each share so worked'

('Creswick Advertiser', 26/6/l888)»

^uwurxea .

The position was complicated by the fact that the mine was
also being partly worked by miners on wages by the company, 62 men
in all, includ^g 11 tributors. Apparently the 'nett' gold referred
V® combined
goldit,
obtained
miners,after
all expenses
had been
taken from
becausebyofthethe62practical
difficulty
in
separating the gold, as all the washdirt obtained had to go through
the puddlers,

&

. of„ tributors
mine,
'Australasian-Eaglehawk',
three
different
sets
were the
working
at different times, and,
finally,
the

mine was taken over by a Co-operative party, renamed the 'Enterprise'
and managed by my Grandfather Samuel Pearce, but in the end was
given up by them cind the plant sold.
To be continued,
Harry H, Pearce.

THE SOCIALIST IHTEREATIOMl by C. S, ¥.vndhan. Continued,

SILO had, by this time, established a permanent office, with

a lull time staff and changed its name to 'The Secretariat of the
International Socialist Conference', A regular publication known

as Socralist World' also appeared for the first time in 1947.

. ^tie Sixth Conference in Holland, held in 1949, welcomed the

establishment of the Council of Europe, although there was not

complete unanimity on this point. A further Conference took place
i?
G,t which the formal decision was taken to reconstruct
the Socialist International,
Consequently, the Eirst Congress of the Internationa,l was

held at Erankfurt in June, 1951. The International commenced life
representative of 54 Parties throughout the world, with an aggregate

membership of nea.rly 10,000,000, which was certainly higher than
the record attained by any previous International, The voting
strength of Parties with the Congress was calculated at over
43,UUU,UU0, The Erankfurt Congress also adopted unanimously a
Declaro,"ti.oii of Aims and Tasks of Democra'tic Soci.a.lisni' whfcli

constituted a reformulation of Socialist principles in face of the
problems presented by the 20th Century, The Declaration contained

a forthright explanation of the fundamental differences between
Socialism and Communism in the following terms 'Communism falsely claims a share in the Socialist
tradition. In fact it ha,s distorted that tradition

beyond recognition. It has built up a rigid theology
which is incompatable with the critical spirit of
Marxism. V/here Socialist aim to achieve freedom and-
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,

•

justice by removing the exploitation, which
divides man under Capitalism, Communists seek
to sharpen those class divisions only in order

/

n.to establish the dictatorship of a single Party',
. The Deola.ration ended -

'Socialists work for a world peace and freedom,
, for a, world in which the exploitation and

i

enslavement of man by man and peoples by peoples
is iJJfhnown, for a world in which the development

of the individual personality is the basis for the

fruitful development of mankind',

A Bureau of the International was created comprised of 12
members. Prior to the Congress, a SociG,list Union of Central-

Eastern Europe was formed of exiled Parties of Bulgaria, Hiin, iry,
PolcXnd, RunicLnici, CzGclioslovQ,kic?., Lcitvicij Es'tonia, "the Uk2?ciine, cind
Yugoslavia, which was given consultative status by the International,
The Second Congress was held in Milan in October, 1952, at
which a Socialist Policy for underdeveloped countries was adopted,
Specia.1 attention was given to relations with the Asian Socialist
Parties and a Fraternal Delegation was sent to attend the First

Asian Socialist Congress in. Rangoon, in January 1953. This
•delegation comprised Mr. C. R. Attlee, M.P., Mr. Andre Bidet of

Fro-nce and Mr, Kaj Bjork of Sv/eden. The delegation was later joined
by Mr, Saul. Rose, then Secretary of the International Department

of the British labour Party and now Professor of Asian Studies
at Oxford University,

The Milan Congress v/as attended by 112 delegates representing
36 countries, and the Bureau reported that contact was mo,intained
with 38 other Parties,

Stockholm v/as the venue of the "Third Congress in July, 1953-,
and was attended by 128 delegates and fraternal delegates from 38
countries, including representation from the Asian Socialist
Conference,

The Fourth Congress took place in July, 1955, in London,
to which the Bureau reported the establishment of a Latin American
Secretariat in Montevideo.

At the Fifth Congress in Vienna^ 1957, s- notable feature

was the attendance of the late Dr. H. v'. Evatt, Q.C., then leader
of the Australian Labor Party, who addressed the delegates and later
met the noted Hungarian Socialist Anna Kethly, whose escape from
the repressive'measures being taken in that country, had only lust
been effected.

The Sixth Congress was held in Hamburg in July, 1959, being
attended by 145 delegates from 39 organisations.

Resolutions were

approved on security and pea.Ge| nuclear disarmament, European
cooperation c.nd the developing countries. The 1961 Congress met in
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RomG in October of "tthat year, and the Eigth Congress took place in
Amsterdam in September, 1963.

On September 5/6, 1964, a Specia.1 Centenary Congress of the
Interncational was hel" in Brussels.

Eor the first time in decades,

the Australian labor Party's Federal Executive appointed an official
representative, and Mr. Gordon Bryant, M,P., was given a particularly
warm welcome by the delegates and afforded a place of honour at all
functions associated with the Congress.
Today the International embraces 44 Parties, with a total

membership of nearly 12 million and a voting strength of over 65
million. Its members include the Parties of Grea.t Britain, Norway,
Sweden, Finland, Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg,
France, West Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, Argentina, Japan,
India, Israel, Jamaico., Aden, Korea, Vietnam, Madagascar, Singapore,
Mo-lta, Ca,nada, New Zea.lend and the U.S.A. Contact is also maintained
with Parties in Costa Rica, Venezuela, Peru, Chile, the Phillipines,
Eire, Mauritius, Mozambique, Southern Rhodesia, Kenya, Nigeria,
Senegal, Tanganyika., Ugc,nda, South Africa, Morocco, Tunisia,
Algeria, Bolivia, Paraguay, Puerto Rico, Brazil, Mexico, Trinidad
and Barbados,

The Australian Labor Party, at its Conference in 1965,
unanimously resolved to affiliate to the International, and this
application will be unanimously recommended in turn by the Bureau
to the Stockholm Congress of 1966.

Since its reconstruction, the International ho.s been much
more active than any of its predecessors in the holding of Regional
Conferences, Seminars and Experts Conferences. Regional Conferences
have been held in Europe, Latin America and Africa. Experts
Conferences have been arranged on a wide variety of topics,

including defence, economic development, political education, the
techniques of government, plo.nning, socialism and religion, trade
and nationalisation.

Smaller Working Parties have been appointed from time to
time to thrash out in more detail many of the problems facing the
world today,
ASSOCIATED BODIES

One of the most active bodies a,ssociated with the Internat
ional is the International Council of Social Democratic Women,

Immediately prior to the 1907 Socialist International Conference
at Stuttgart women delegates met for the first time and a permanent
Secretariat wa.s established.

Today the I.C.S.D.W. has over

2,000,000 members a.nd has within it some of the most able women in
active political life throughout the world. Conferences and study
weeks have been organised by the Council on such matters as equal

rights for women, the care of the mother and child, protection of
women workers, etc., and it has been granted consultative
membership of UNESCO.
The International Union of Socialist Youth has some 60
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organisatlons affiliated to it, and the I.U.S.Y. holds its own
oonierences, Seminars and schools and maintains its own offices
and staff.

,
The latin American Secretariat acts as a coordinating poinlt
for Democratic Socialist, Parties in Central and South America.

The Asian Socialist Conference was established in 1953, and

at its peak included_eleven member Parties and had contact with,
several others. Political difficulties obstructed the full

development of the A.S.C. and ultimately resulted in its collapse,

ihe first General Secretary was Wljono of Indonesia, but when the
banned, its headquarters were transferred to Burma,
With U Hla Aung as Secretary, Regular meetings were held and firm
contact maintained with the Socialist International and the latin
American Secretariat, It is interesting to note that the present
Secretary-General of the United Nations, U Thant, attended the

fo^dation meeting of the Lo,tin American Secretariat as Secretary

"to "the "then BurmesG PriniG Miiiis"bGr. HowGver, wIigh "tliG. army "took
over in Burma, the A.S.C. collapsed.
In recent months interest has been revived in an Asian
Grouping of Parties, mainly on the initiative of the Federal

Executive of the Australian Labor Pa,rty and the Singapore Peoples'
Action Party, In 1964, the Federal Executive of the A.L.P,
authorised the Party's General Secretary, Mr, C. Wyndham, to make

preliminary investigations into the possibility of establishing a
grouping of Asian Socialist Parties in this area.

The Bureau of the Internn.tlonal approved the scheme, as
did the New Zealand Labour Party, ..During the Austra.lian visit

of Lee Kuan Yew, the Prime Minister of Singapore, and General
Secretary of the P.A.P., discussions were held with the Ail.P., and
on the return visit of Mr. ¥yndha.m to Singapore the moves were

taken a step further.

Discussions at this stage are still being held and It Is
anticipated that the formal steps will be taken at the Stockholm
Congress of the International in 1966.
A.L.P.'S LINKS WITH THE INTERNATIONAL

The association of the Australian Labor Party with the
International Socialist Organisation and with its counterpart
overseas, has been referred to in passing previously. This chapter
details the efforts of the Party to establish links with socialism
overseas.

To be continued.
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